
 
LUARA WILDLIFE FARM RULES 

 
The person making the booking is the responsible person for the group. Please bring these rules                
to the ATT of your group and adhere to them at all times. They are designed to preserve the bushveld                    
and the facilities for your pleasure in an unspoiled state. 
 
Do not litter. Keep the bush clean and natural as nature intended. 
Please leave the camp and equipment in the condition in which you would like to find it. 
Plants, wood or any fixture may not be disturbed, damaged or removed from the farm. All costs will be                   
recovered from the hunting party. 
Report any defects in the camp as soon as possible in order to be rectified. 
 
No private vehicles are allowed to be driven in the bush unless arranged with owner. 
No children under the age of 13yrs. will be allowed to hunt or handle a hunting rifle. 
 
The sights of rifles/bows will be adjusted to the satisfaction of the farm owner before hunting.  
No hunting from vehicles, no hunting at waterholes or fence boundaries. 
Hunters are responsible for each shot and the result thereof, not the tracker. 
The hunter is responsible to identify the sex as well as the size of the animal / trophy. The hunter may ask                      
the opinion of the tracker in this regard. Only one hunter per tracker at a time. 
A wounded animal is a dead animal. Should an animal be wounded, all effort should be made to find and kill                     
it. A hunter will decide whether to stop or to continue the search. 
Wounded animal with blood, skinpieces, hairpieces, hornpieces, bonepieces, stomach fluids, and           
lung fluids, falling down ‐ getting up and run, or any other distress, FULL PRICE. 
If all of the above signs are absent and an animal of the same kind is found dead in the following                     
days with a bullet hole, FULL PRICE. 
A miss shot, declared by the hunter, will be reported immediately from the bush by radio, but the                  
above rule still applies.  
No shooting in the bundle, look for a shot where an animal is standing alone. If in the following                   
days, a dead animal of the same kind and in the same area is found dead with a bullet/arrow hole,                    
FULL PRICE. 
 
No loaded guns on any vehicle.  
No caliber smaller than ۰243 for hunting purposes. 
Only broad head arrows may be used for hunting purposes. 
No alcohol will be allowed in the field. Nobody under the influence of alcohol will be allowed to do                   
any hunting. 
THE SUPPLY OF LIQUOR TO OUR STAFF IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN. 
Gratuity to all personnel is very welcome, but must be handed to the owner for equal distribution. 
Rules may be subject to change without any notice. Arrival not before 07h00 / Departure not later 
than 11h00 

 
 

 

        Live simple....Give more....Expect less.... 2016 


